
As an essentially very traditional, outsourcing industry

the focus on effectiveness has very often been centred

on the resources and materials to deliver projects. This

focus has tended to vary in intensity with the cyclical

nature of the market.

The emergence of new technology with the concept of Building

Information Management (BIM), has been seen as a way to really

transform the process. Easier access to data and visualisation is helping

everyone involved to have a far better understanding of what a project

might look like – and what it might cost. Digital modelling was

seen by many as the basis for improved effectiveness and,

on a practical level, it has undoubtedly helped. 

But are we positive that this new technology has

genuinely maximised effectiveness for our

customers? The answer to this critical question

depends on which perspective you take. Contractor

or customer?

If we look at the delivery of projects from a purely

physical process, we fail to take into consideration many

of the underlying needs of customers. Some of these

needs are fundamental, driving the decision to act and

critical to the perceived success of the project. So do we always

really take the time to understand these needs and look at the project

through the eyes of our customers? Or, do we focus on the immediate

resources and materials that are needed to meet the construction

requirements?

Without understanding this true knowledge of the spoken and unspoken,

or implicit, needs, no computer modelling will ever help us deliver the

ultimate customer experience. 

Over 76% of customers complete key design decisions before getting in 

touch with their chosen organisation. 

Research from National Construction Contracts and Law Survey 2012, available from ribabookshops.com

DO WE REALLY UNDERSTAND CUSTOMER NEEDS?
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underestimate the
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good brief that is well
communicated
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CHANGING CUSTOMER BEHAVIOUR

True needs address the effectiveness of the project around the needs of people and what they want to achieve as well

as around the needs of construction. 

Real effectiveness comes from a relationship between the contractor and the
customer that explores and resolves the underlying needs of all the involved
parties – owners, occupiers, end users and stakeholders. The best outcome will
take all this into account and recognise that the physical building is a means
to an end and not an end in itself.

Taking the time to understand this, and get to grips with what customers
want to achieve in terms of impact on each party through the construction
process, is the key to delivering greater effectiveness. These extended
considerations may be commercial, social, environmental or asset related.
They can be based on those directly or indirectly impacted by the project.
True effectiveness of a project must be measured against these criteria and 
can only be achieved if there is a real understanding of the implicit needs of 
the customer.

HOW CAN WE ADDRESS THE IMPLICIT NEEDS OF CUSTOMERS?

Do contractors take sufficient time to understand and take account

of wider goals and requirements? 

Due to time pressures, improved communication and a greater amount
of information available online, customers are increasingly more
organised in their decision making – and more discerning in their choices. 

They are looking to work with contractors who understand what they
want to achieve and how they want to work, as well as having the ability
to build to the required standard. Customers are instinctively looking at the
process from their personal perspective, effectively from the inside out.
Where as many contractors instinctively still look at the process from the
opposite end of the spectrum, from the outside in. 

Lesson 
learned: Involve a

cross section of the
team in design for 

the best fit 
decisions
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Understands Me

Understands 
my Business

Knows their stuff

Knows how to Deliver

CUSTOMERS ARE LOOKING FOR FIRMS THAT UNDERSTAND THEIR PERSONAL AS WELL AS PRACTICAL NEEDS.

As a result of the increased information available to customers more 
of them are further in their selection process before getting in touch
with a contractor. At the point of contact the customer is looking to find
the contractor that offers the best fit to their personal as well as
technical needs. 

The perception of the best value that customers are seeking is linked to
this combination of technical and personal. This is not the same as the
lowest price. Buyers are making value judgements on the cost of
production but also on many factors that extend the true cost, or added
value. The onus is on the contractor to research and quantify these
factors, to put their true value into meaningful context for the customer. 

If contractors do not make the effort to understand all the needs of the
buyer, they may fail to meet expectations or deliver a project effectively.



Case Studies

To remain competitive in a future market

for education, the College needed to

create an environment and facility that

not only met their constitutional

community requirements but was

sufficiently appealing to meet the demands 

of those choosing to remain in education. 

This could not be achieved with the existing building or
site. They needed an approach that facilitated a move to a
new location and a ground-up design of a new facility. It
was important, however, that this did not lose the character
and feel of the original site. This was a major appeal for
both students and parents, and helped in the selection of
the original site and helped in the selection of Bexley for
their education.

The key to ensuring the potential to attract the right market
and of finding the site solution, was to work with a
contractor who was capable of the functional and practical
aspects but, most importantly, also understood the
subtleties of the vision and the barriers to achieving it that
were faced by the College. 

After a number of years of stalled attempts, it was
necessary to find a company that would get the re-
development off the ground in the first instance and then
the whole project had to be pieced together and partners
brought in to make it happen. Delivering a successful
finished project enabled the College to maintain the feel
and culture of the college that was so important to its
appeal in the modern education market. 

Advice without strategic insight into the true needs

behind the decision making of customers’ requirements

is less likely to maximise the effectiveness of the

construction process undertaken for them.

For more information on how Osborne can help your
construction projects to be more effective, contact 
Kyle Bell, Osborne Construction.

Tel: 0800 0258 008 email: kyle.bell@osborne.co.uk

SUMMARY
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Danny Ridgeway, Bexley College
Principal, said…

The College is a vital part of Bexley, providing high

quality education and training for over 3,000

students. The future is looking bright, with this

investment kick-starting the regeneration of Erith,

and I am delighted to be part of this exciting

development for Bexley College and the London

Borough of Bexley. I would like to thank the Mayor

of London, Boris Johnson, for returning to the

campus to officially open the new building, and

our many partners, including Bexley Council,

Osborne, and the local community in Erith, who

made this project possible.”

BEXLEY COLLEGE
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Lady Margret School had seen an increase in demand for places but were already

maximising available space. The School was looking to construct additional class rooms in

the heart of an existing courtyard but were facing considerable challenges, with reduced

funding and the need to ensure that children and lessons remained in place throughout the

process of redevelopment. 

There were concerns from staff, parents and students that the construction of this new space would
impact on the quality of teaching and the GCSE results that year. Osborne were selected for
this project because of the relationship that had developed from the previous school
extension work. Trust, communication and confidence were essential to ensure that the
school could uphold its promise to both the children and the parents. 

Working closely with the school, a programme of work was developed around the
term times. Heavy construction was scheduled to take place outside of teaching
time but by allowing work to continue at all times it was possible to give certainty of
both overall timescales and budget. Day to day briefings were held with the Head
and his team to agree plans of action. 

The end result was that the new class rooms were delivered on time, allowing the
School to meet the increased demand. Staff, parents and students were kept happy
and in the loop at all times. This was only possible by working with a team they knew
fully understood all of their needs. 

LADY MARGRET SCHOOL IN LONDON

In a fast evolving world, driven by shifting global economics, it is a top

Institution’s necessity to ensure its reputation grows and its facilities

attract both the top academics and students.

The inspiration and solution was to create a landmark building in the
heart of the estate; a building that would personify the London School
of Economics (LSE) position – the Saw Swee Hock Student Centre. Our
team had worked with LSE previously, designing and constructing a
new academic building – a precursor to the SAW. Having an established
and strong existing relationship meant LSE were confident about Osborne
designing and building such an innovative and extremely ambitious
‘signature building’. With a variety of facilities over multiple floors, the goal was
for it to be “the best student centre in the world”. 

With such a challenge, our approach had to be fully sensitive to customer pressures, both at an individual and institutional
level. It was vital that we both understood the complexity of the aspiration that tied the building design to the institutions
vision and could assure delivery of the development in its implementation. Throughout the project build, we informed and
protected all stakeholders’ interests, whilst regular updates and communications supported and helped the process to
run smoothly.

The end result: “The Best Student Centre in the World?” Finalist for the Royal Institute of British Architects Stirling Prize, the
iconic building they wanted to build brand around, an increase in demand for student places and a reputation enhanced
both globally for the institution and the individuals involved.

LONDON SCHOOLS OF ECONOMICS 

Contact Kyle Bell on 07976 337 819 or Kyle.Bell@osborne.co.uk

www.osborne.co.uk

http://www.osborne.co.uk

